A herd of cows penned in at the Dairy Unit appears disinterested at the prospect of being milked.

Fending off hooves and tails

Poly students wait on cow customers

BY LORI MARLETT

The small was strong and the flies were out in full force at the Dairy Unit on Saturday afternoon. After about 30 minutes, the odor becomes bearable and one is able to dodge the pesky critters and get to know the inner workings of what goes on on the hill.

Directly across from the Truckee Dorm is a building labeled "Milking Parlor." Inside, the atmosphere is cool and事业单位——much like walking into an ice cream parlor.

But the patrons inside this place are four-footed customers that stand in an orderly fashion while dipping wet noses into individual feed troughs.

Before this, the cows had been herded into a holding pen and sprayed with a multitude of sprinklers shooting up from the floor.

Picking Favorites

When the gate is opened they muscle up to the stalls like hungry customers up to a counter. "Some of the older cows even have favorite stalls," remarked Beth Spencer, assistant herdsman and a dairy science major.

Inside the milking barn, the cows are sprayed again with a presurfaced hose and then washed and dried with paper towels to get the udder clean.

Reaching down to attach a "milking machine," a four-probed suction device with hoses into a brown-haired dairy queen, Spencer remarked, "If you are going to milk cows, you gotta like tails," after which he was appropriately swatted with a long switch.

The average cow takes 5-7 minutes to finish milking. Beneath the suction probes and above the hose is a cylindrical jar with clear sides. Milk also can be seen dripping out around the neck of the cow as it starts to fill up and be sucked into a large pipe which winds its way into another room. It goes through a filter before it pours into a bulk tank. A ladder allows one to climb up and peer inside the massive tank which at full capacity holds 2,100 gallons.

Milkshake

What I saw was a "massy" 1,400 gallons swashing around inside like a gigantic frothy milkshake.

The tank must be kept below 55 degrees five hours after milking time. A cow's body temperature is 101 and the milk is 98 degrees.

The Cal Poly Creamery has a pick-up every other day and gets 1,200 gallons a day. Once the milk enters the tube it flows into a larger tube which splits at a 90-degree angle before it pours into a bulk tank. A ladder allows one to climb up and peer inside the massive tank which at full capacity holds 2,100 gallons.

The Cal Poly Creamery has a pick-up every other day and gets 1,200 gallons a day. Once the milk enters the tube it flows into a larger tube which splits at a 90-degree angle before it pours into a bulk tank. A ladder allows one to climb up and peer inside the massive tank which at full capacity holds 2,100 gallons.

There are five regular milkers and some other dairy science majors on relief. Milking hours must Please see page 5

Higher fees, reductions may buck students in fall

BY JEANETTE VAN BERKEL

Cal Poly students may have to pay higher fees next fall or may be faced with reductions in programs, or a combination of both if a governor's ad hoc committee accepts one of three proposals, according to Cal Poly's director of business affairs.

Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr. has put together a legislative ad hoc committee consisting of Republicans and Democrats from both houses. The group is meeting each Wednesday to discuss the strategy of meeting the general fund deficit, according to James Landreth.

The first proposal states that Governor Brown's 1982-83 budget, submitted in January, will be replaced with a budget of the 1981-82 level. This is also known as the "freeze budget," according to Landreth.

Proposal number two states that if the governor's budget for the following year is retained, it will face major program reductions.

The third proposal would be a combination of the two.

The Chancellor's Office said the proposals are still in the idea stage, said Landreth. "There hasn't been an agreement on any proposal from Sacramento upon implementing any sort of action," he said.

Deficit fund

Landreth said the Chancellor's Office in Long Beach uses a general deficit fund "plus or minus two billion dollars," but said if the proposals pass, it will be in the area of "two and a half to three billion dollars."

The business affairs director added that if major reductions are made in the governor's budget for next year, the figures would be "$100 million for the CSU system, $100 million for the UC system, and $200 million for the community colleges."

Regardless of which stop is taken, Landreth said the proposals would affect all forms of higher education. He added the whole process is "really in its infancy," because a cylindrical jar with clear sides.

There have already been small reductions made in the governor's budget by the Ways and Means Committee," he said. He added the budget Committee has made larger cuts, but neither has "come close" to the $100 million cut or the 1981-82 budget level.

"The whole process is really complete," Landreth said. "The business affairs director said that if any of the proposals passed, it would not be until after the June 8 primary elections."

"That delay would be a major problem for the implementation of the budget," he said, "and that's not only here, but with all state agencies." Budget deadline

The Cal Poly Budget Officer, Rick Ramirez, confirmed the possibility of not meeting the budget deadline date of July 15, which is also the beginning of the fiscal year.

"The budget won't be done until about mid-July," Ramirez said, adding that it wasn't the first time he had faced a major problem in the hearing cycle for the 52-83 budget has already been completed.
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Trial of Polish dissident begins

NOWY DWOR MAZOWIECKI, Poland (AP)—Solidarity militant Jan Rulewski was brought into court in handcuffs Wednesday after five months in prison and defiantly told the judge that he and 18 other internees are on a hunger strike to protest martial law.

He was in court on charges of leaving the scene of an accident in which a man was killed by an automobile in March 1981. Police allege Rulewski was the driver of the car, but Rulewski said he was innocent.

Rulewski had been free pending his trial on the traffic charge, but was interned along with other Solidarity leaders when martial law was imposed Dec. 13.

The 38-year-old union leader from Bydgoszcz, regarded as one of the most radical leaders in the independent union, said he and other inmates of Bialoleka prison started their hunger strike May 13, five months after martial law was declared and Solidarity was suspended.

The bearded Rulewski, his eyes rimmed with red and his face bearing a yellowish tint, protested conditions apparently brought to the prison by friends and relatives, had been denied the internees.

"We were cut off from the world...We were deprived of walks...For eight days I have had no fresh air, until today." he said.

Rulewski wanted to know if he felt fit to take part in his own defense.

Rulewski said coffee, tea, tobacco and food, apparently brought to the prison by friends and relatives, had been denied the internees.

After a courtroom examination and a doctor's statement that Rulewski was not physically fit for the trial, the judge ordered an indefinite postponement and said he was instructing prison authorities to give him medical care so the trial could proceed.

Begin survives parliament vote

JERUSALEM (AP) — Prime Minister Menachem Begin survived a no-confidence motion by one vote Wednesday, defeating the most dangerous parliamentary challenge to his government since his election five years ago.

The vote was 58-57 with 3 abstentions, one of which came at the last minute and tipped the balance in Begin's favor.

The opposition Labor Party's chances of victory looked good at first, after two members of Begin's Likud bloc defected.

But the two-man independent TELMOM faction abstained, and a third abstention in the opposition rallied Begin's triumph in the seventh no-confidence motion he has faced in the past 10 months.

The political horizon, however, was cloudier than ever. The defectors have left Begin without a majority in Parliament and he is likely to be swamped with confidence motions in the weeks ahead.

Majority Republicans have "come around to our way of thinking" on Social Security, chided Democratic Leader Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia.


Frustrated motorist fight fines

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)—Frustrated motorists angry over $40 parking fines are firing the opening shots in what may turn into all-out war against City Hall and zealous "meter maids" who are busily writing up to 8,000 citations a day.

The battle follows efforts by officials in this city of 680,000 to raise revenues by boosting parking fines. The object—some $25 million this year.

Under one new ordinance, cars with no registration or five unpaid citations are being towed at the rate of 500 a month, according to police.

"W e 've run the Republicans off on the issue of Social Security," lamented Supervisor Quentin Kopp, who is trying to roll parking fines back to 1980 levels. Mayor Diane Feinstein wants to raise revenues by boosting parking fines.
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Flora:

All scream with color, and just under your nose.

No hikes needed

**Beauty lay no farther than campus**

You may have drawn in their aroma and thought no more about them. Or you could have marveled at their brilliance, and in the next second turned back to your textbook to frown at exponential equations or analyses of T.S. Eliot's work.

But no matter what you do, you can't avoid the flowers about Cal Poly—especially now that spring has settled in, nudging the flowers to perform.

Some of the flowers are wild; still others have been planted by a grounds crew worker. But all are fixtures on campus.

Seeming to tower like palm trees in the photo above are red hot pokers, *Kniphofia uvaria*.

Reaching into the air like a string of bells at top right is the common fox glove *Digitalis purpurea*, found beside the administration building.

A bee finds rest—and probably some goods—on an Iceland poppy, *Papaver nudicaule* at right.

Photos by Tom Vlakocil
Spring runoff whips river—adventure scheduled this weekend

BY MICHAEL SHORTS

B Y M I C H A E L  S H O R T S

The high Sierra snowpack is melting and the rivers are cascading through the foothills. The whitewater rafting season has begun.

All Outings committee will be offering whitewater adventures Spring and Summer quarters open to all Cal Poly students, faculty, staff and their guests.

This year Outings will be running the South Fork of the American River, East of Sacramento. This exciting river flows through pine forest, past the town of Coloma, where gold was first discovered in 1848, and then plunges through the Folsom Gorge, challenging the rafts with five to ten foot waves.

Along the run are such infamous rapids as Meatgrinder, Satan's Cesspool and the Kayak Eating Wave.

Each weekend rafting expedition will run the entire 18 mile whitewater run in one day, leaving time to explore the historic Mother Lode country, including Gold Discovery State Park, the site of Sutter's Mill where James Marshall first discovered gold in the American River.

The next Outings whitewater excursion to the American River will be May 21-23. The trip cost of $80 includes food, raft and transportation. Signups will be limited to the first forty people.

Harrison Ford in

BLADE RUNNER

The National College Preview presented by Schlitz

Wedding
Wishes

Hallmark has hundreds of ways to share wedding joys—and one of them is your way.
The 5-mile Spring Spree will be provided, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Bring your friends and your own meat. Santa Rosaa Park from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. a picnic this Saturday at Santa Rosaa Park from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Bring your friends and your own meat. The rest will be provided.

BSU meeting
The Baptist Student Union will meet at 11 a.m. today in Agriculture 220. Dr. Rudy Wooten of the food science department will speak on evangelism in the classroom.

Spring Spree Run
The 5-mile Spring Spree Run is scheduled for this Saturday at 9:30 a.m., starting at the Business Building lawn. Registration is $5 prior to the race and $4 on race day. Each plant will be given to the first 100 entries. Applications are available at the Intramural Office.

Royal Run
The Phi Kappa Psi/Lite Royal Run for the Special Olympics will be held Sunday, May 23 at Meadow Park. The 5 kilometer run will begin at 9 a.m. with the 10 kilometer run following at 9:30. Entry is $2.50 in advance and $3 on race day. T-shirts cost $4.50.

Bike rally
ASI Outings is sponsoring a bike rally Memorial Day weekend. The rally will be held at the SLO County Fairgrounds in Paso Robles. It is for cyclists of any ability. Prize is $100. For more information, contact Sylvia at 544-7901 or 546-1287.

Parlor provides campus with cow milk
The milk produced at the Dairy Unit is used on campus, sold at the campus store, and a small portion is sold at William’s Brothers markets. For the “raw” milk controversy, Spencer stays out of it. “I don’t think it’s going to kill ya,” said Spencer who was raised on a dairy farm in northern Oregon. He bottles and sells the milk raw while he’s at home. After sampling very cold “raw” milk on a very hot day, I found it to be extraordinarily refreshing.

3 Months of Morning Aerobics
(6 a.m. to Noon)
PLUS
USE OF OUR ENTIRE FACILITY!!

* * * FREE Child care available Daily from 9:15 - 11:30 a.m.
* Co-ed classes available
* Nutritional counseling & weight loss programs
* Beginning, intermediate & advanced classes 6 days a week
* 6000 sq. ft. facility with Nautilus World class & Universal equipment

Now is the time to get in shape. Maloney’s is offering their lowest rate ever.

3546 S. Higuera, Suite 190 Tenwise Park, S.L.O. 541-5180
Professor: vehicle escapes gas crunch—but not PG&E

BY ARLENE MIRANDA

It's automatic, has a sun roof, a hatchback, seats two people and can go up to 45 mph for 30 to 40 miles before you must plug it in to the nearest outlet. What is it? It's the campus EV (electric vehicle to the uninstructed).

Saul Goldberg, of the Electronic Engineering Department, rides the little yellow car to work almost every day. He purchased the car with a grant from the Department of Energy in November 1981. The DOE has headquarters in Seattle, Washington where the car was manufactured.

Cal Poly's EV cost $4,000. And it was the least expensive model. Those models with a stick shift and more passenger space cost up to $10,000. Goldberg said, "Many electric cars are regular cars that have been re-done." A EV runs on an electric motor that gets energy from storage batteries. They must be recharged by an external source of electricity. If the battery is down to a third of a charge or less, the car has to be plugged in for six to ten hours. It can be plugged into a house or gas station.

The EV uses 10 kilowatt-hours. At 13 cents an hour, it costs $1.30 to charge it overnight. Goldberg says, it costs "about $3.50 per month," comparable to the price of gas.

The EV has a roll bar and had to meet other safety standards before being manufactured. It is under Goldberg's supervision as part of the DOE project to evaluate the car as a commuter vehicle. Cal Poly is one of 12 schools in the United States that received the grant.

There are four divisions of the DOE program: private firms, state and local governments, federal agencies, and universities.

The EV would get better mileage on flat land, although it did manage to travel 40 miles of the hill campus when I went for a test ride. The bright yellow color chosen by Goldberg is distracting and gets "a lot of double takes," he said. But it is centralized to one car. But instead of a stick shift, it has a reverse gear: "FORWARD" is said to be "REVERSE." It's a great going downhill," said Goldberg as we swung around a curve. The longest trips he has taken have been to Morro Bay and Aspinos Grande, although on his way back from Morro Bay, he had to stop and recharge at Cuesta College.

Although Goldberg does not feel that the EV is the car of the future, "If will be part of the mix.

Tawanese student takes in life from a wheelchair

BY KATHLEEN HORIZON

Born in Taiwan, with his mother a native of mainland China and his father from Taipei, Cal Poly graphic student, Louis Lee has a broad view of the world.

Although disabled since birth, the 33-year-old Lee lives like any other student. "Being in a wheelchair is harder than walking," Lee said. "I consider it more of a challenge." Lee is active in sports, lives in his own apartment and drives to school every day. "I only have some limitations as not being able to play major league baseball. Even if I wasn't in a wheelchair," he said, "I probably would not be good enough to play. It's only a fantasy." Lee plays for SLO Mission, a wheelchair softball team. "SLO Motions fell together by hit and Miss," he said. "When there were four or five of us getting together to shoot baskets, now there are 11 of us on the team, but only four are students," he said.

Lee explained that input into the team has been excellent. "We'll be playing in a league next year with regularly scheduled games," he said. "We have played exhibition games to get publicity and raise money," he added.

Although an important part of Lee's life is not his only interest, "San Luis Obispo is ethnically more diverse than any other city I've lived in San Francisco for 17 years where there is a lot of ethnic variety." Growing up in a home where Chinese and English were spoken, Lee feels comfortable in either culture. "I have been to China four times, but probably won't go again," he said. "The people are nice, but I can't stand the climate." There is a very Chinese side to Lee which is more apparent when he is in San Francisco. Cal Poly has one of the largest minority populations of any campus in California, he said. Rained in a very close-knit family, Lee had always received encouragement. "Whatever I want to do, my family is always behind me," he said. Lee's only brother also goes to Cal Poly. "We were treated equally, as children," he said. "We both got our own cars at the same time." Lee's interest in graphics did not materialize until he was at College of San Mateo. "I signed up for a class thinking that it was drawing," he said. "After about three weeks I realized it wasn't, but I had become hooked on graphics." Before that, I had no artistic tendencies.

Lee plans improving his own graphics company after he graduates next June. "I don't really want to work for just any big company," he said, "and I have a lot of motivation and confidence." Lee attributes his success to "his personality and a sense of humor. He thinks that disabled people in America are considered more like equals than in other countries.

Traveling extensively, Lee's visits to 21 states and 13 different countries have made him more aware of how disabled people are treated in other places. "America is the leader in acceptance of the problems of the disabled," he said. He explained that when traveling, he had to make plans in advance so that he could enjoy air trip. In some countries he was told he was treated more as a tourist than as a person, he said. About 25 years of practice Lee is skilled at using a wheelchair. "I have learned to handle a wheelchair on any type of terrain." He just received a new chair which weighs about 15 pounds, is more stable and maneuverable.

Alm High
With the Great Way Of Life!

You've set your sights high and the U.S. Air Force wants to support your efforts. Through a new future oriented program, the Air Force may be able to offer you over $900 a month—up to $750 more than before. Under this program if you will be able to continue your schooling, work towards your college degree while at the same time receive all those benefits that make the Air Force the Great Way Of Life. The benefits include complete medical and dental care for yourself, minor care for your dependents and exchange privileges.

This program is called CSEP and to qualify you must be a Junior or Senior majoring in Aeronautical, Aerospace, Architectural, Civil, Electrical, Industrial, Mechanical or Nuclear Branch of the College of Science and Engineering. CSEP UP TO $900 and above.

Apply now! CSEP can help you achieve your goals and experience the Great Way of Life. For more information contact:

TSGT. Linzman
(909) 543-0834

The Outside Inn

HAPPY HOUR
Friday, May 21st
Starting at 4:30
Beer-Wine-Breaded Mushrooms, Zucchini & Artichoke Hearts

S/L Motion
Blues Band

1020 Railroad Ave.
SLO, Ca. 544-8197

ANNUCITING - L A X FACE PHYSICAL
The Cosmetic Mint Get-A-Way
Locally Owned and Operated
FREE LipColor with any 2 Effct through May 31, 1982.

ANNOUNCING

20% OFF ALL BICYCLE PARTS & ACCESSORIES WITH THE TICKET & EXPRESS SMITH BIKE TUNE-UP $12.95 THE MOPED EMPORIUM 2700 ROAD, SLO 1-541-5878

3 FREE LipColor with any 2 Effct through May 31, 1982.

With this ad!-er notice, we promise to

Y m C A

You and Your Community

FREE LipColor with any 2 Effect through May 31, 1982.
BY DAVE WILCOX
Staff Writer

Traditionally tennis is a game of stig­
mas. Unwritten rules governing sportsmanship are observed more strin­
gently in tennis than in any other sport. Although the likes of Ilie Nastase, Jim­
my Connors, and John McEnroe have seemingly made bad manners on the court fashionable recently, by and large most tennis players—especially in the amateur ranks—still conduct themselves "properly."

Unfortunately Brian Bass and Collie Simmons, who together were Cal Poly's No. 1 doubles team this season, fell vic­
tim to an unorthodox opponent in the quarter-finals of last week's NCAA Divi­sion II tournament in Florida.

According to Simmons, Bass was serv­ing with the first set locked at three games apiece. The seventh game was deadlocked at three points each, and the winner of the next point would force a tie-break in games, 4-3.

Bass faulted on his first serve and then watched as one of the opposing players from Southwest Texas University strode off the court to towel himself off on the sidelines.

"We asked the judge to give Brian two serves again," Simmons said. "But he refused." Bass said that although the guilty player quickly sought help for his actions, he thought the player should have been penalized to let him take the serve.

However, neither the judge of the op­
posing player cooperated, and Bass was forced to keep just one serve. His concen­
tration now thoroughly shattered, Bass played doubly difficultly down the line.

After that service break, both teams held their serves and the Texas team of Chuck Nunn and Sam Elliott went on to capture the next set and were selected while Bass and Simmons from the tournament, 6-3, 6-4. Obviously, the double-fault proved to be a pivotal point in the tournament.

But the fact they made it to the na­
tional quarter-finals and were selected All-Americans was not lost on either Simmons or Bass. Both didn't really ex­
pect at the outset of this season to make it that far. In fact, because of personal reasons, Simmons sat out the initial part of the season.

"My game has come along well for not playing as much as I would've liked," Simmons said.

Bass, on the other hand, was somewhat surprised at his own progress—or lack of same—during the regular season. His freshman Business major confounded, posed its own problems.

"That Bass was a bit on the slow side this year, he didn't conduct himself as he did last year," Simmons commented. "That's not his fault, though."

Next year, Bass said, head coach Hugo Bream is going to employ more conditioning exercises.

Collie Simmons smashes an overhand during team workouts while Brian Bass sets himself at the net. The pair were selected as All-Americans in last week's national championship tournament.

**Classified**

Student, faculty & staff daily rates are $1 for ad 1, and $1 for each ad thereafter. Minimum Rate: $5.00 for the first three minimum. $1.75 for each additional line. Business/college rates may be available. Pay by check only to Mustang Daily, Inc. 938-1516, 226

**Fast & Professional Typing**

IN-CLASSWORK, OUT-CLASSWORK, HIGH QUALITY WORK.

$1.25 normal rate, $10.75 per hour. CALL 544-9133

**FOR SALE**

1979 HONDA MT 250 ENDURO, GOOD TIRE, GOOD CONDITION, $450.00 CALL 544-4791

1978 HONDA CB200, Automatic transmission, low miles, 450$.

70 HONDA DOWC auto. Low miles, excellent condition, $15.50. Call 541-3473

90 HONDA HAYABUSA CRB 600, Custom painted custom parts. Helmet, cover and stock parts included. Call 541-3473

87 HONDA CB550F, Good condition, $290.00.

1987 HONDA CB750, Automatic transmission, low miles, excellent condition. $450.00. Call 541-3473

50 GARELLI MOPO Custom painted custom parts. Helmet, cover and stock parts included. Call 541-3473

2 STAIRWAY MOPO Custom painted custom parts. Helmet, cover and stock parts included. Call 541-3473

1986 YAMAHA TZR 250, very low miles, excellent condition. $395.00

**FOR HIRE**

210 TRAVEL TRAILER on 350

1979 Tan camper. $750.00.

1978 PLYMOUTH ROAD RUNNER, 318 CI, automatic transmission, $950.00

1976 CHEVY CHEVELLE, automatic transmission, $800.00

**Clinton, Montana**

Steve and Ray are looking for a roomate. Share a room. $137 per month plus F/R w/fireplace. 3109,543-8075. Student apartments only.

**Housing**
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Opinion

Fiesta time

In the aftermath of ASI elections, which stressed the need for better community-campus relations and more interculture understanding among students, an opportunity has arisen to improve both.

San Luis Obispo's La Fiesta celebration begins today with a carnival at the Veteran's Memorial Building from 12 p.m. to 11 p.m. This evening at 8:30 the "Burning of Zozobra," or Old Man Glow, will take place at Madonna Road Plaza.

The festivities will continue through Sunday, and will include an enchilada dinner, a parade, arts and crafts fair, and entertainment, music, and dancing with a Spanish influence at the Mission Plaza. A more complete schedule of events is available in Tuesday's Telegram-Tribune.

Spanish fiestas have been held in San Luis Obispo before California was made a state. The tradition is not to celebrate any particular event from history, as do many Mexican and Spanish festivals. La Fiesta is simply an opportunity for the Spanish-American community to rejoice in their heritage, and for the rest of San Luis Obispo residents to enjoy and learn more about an important part of the area's history.

For Cal Poly, the event gives a perfect opportunity to act upon two issues mentioned in recent ASI campaigns—community-campus involvement and exposure and understanding of other cultures.

In addition, La Fiesta is just plain fun. The Mustang Daily Editorial Board urges all students, faculty and staff to participate in La Fiesta. The celebration is a community event, and we are all part of the San Luis Obispo community.

ASI president and vice presidential candidates were right. Cal Poly should be more involved in community events, and the campus should be encouraged to participate in events on campus. And non-Hispanic students can always benefit by learning about other cultures. Enjoyment and involvement in La Fiesta is a step in the right direction.

Letters

Alcoholic strip tease

Editor:

I knew that with all the important issues circulating throughout our campus mine pales in significance, but nevertheless I feel that I must raise it. In all good conscience, I must question the actions of the editors of the Mustang Daily, running beer advertisements (see Daily, p. 6 7-8). Is this not a "dry" campus?

To clarify, I feel that this action appears as a direct contradiction with the rules pertaining to the use of alcohol on this campus. It must be a step in the face to those who are charged with enforcing these rules.

In my view the promotion of beer on a dry campus is akin to running a strip tease show in Central Park on a dark and stormy August night. Does not the promotion solicit the action?

Brandon Jones

Editor's note: The Mustang Daily received permission to run liquor ads from Cal Poly President Warren Baker and his predecessor Robert Kennedy. As the disclaimer listed in the staff box states, advertising material is printed for informational purposes only. Such materials do not encourage the use of alcohol on this campus.

COMING JUNE 8th TO A POLLING PLACE NEAR YOU

Editor:

On May 6, a celebration of Cinco de Mayo was held in the U.U. plaza. As part of the ceremony, speakers discussed the significance of the Mexican holiday. Dennis Lazo, one such speaker, made an analogy between the former French involvement in Mexico and the present U.S. involvement in El Salvador. Both relationships can be viewed as imperialistic: a strong nation exploiting the resources and labor of a weaker nation.

Unfortunately, Dennis didn't get to clarify or justify his viewpoint because ASI Special Events Chairman Eric Purser seized the microphone. Reason? Purser felt that the speech was getting too political, and the campus has a rule against amplifying political speeches with ASI equipment. Lazo, a soft-spoken individual, finished his speech without amplification.

I can understand Lazo's frustration because similar things happened to me at Poly Royal. One of the posters in my environmental chemistry display discussed the test drillings and proposed mining for uranium in the Santa Margarita area by Lomas, a Texas-based corporation. Besides discussing the potential environmental consequences of such activities, the poster mentioned that Lomas has received vigorous bipartisan opposition from concerned county residents.

An hour after Poly Royal had opened, I was dismayed to find that the poster was missing. I and others had spent a lot of time researching and preparing the poster because the Lomas issue is typical of those encountered in environmental chemistry. Only later did I find out why the poster had been torn down: it was too political, and political discussions aren't allowed at Poly Royal.

Too political? If that's too political we'd better not allow any more environmental chemistry displays because almost every topic in the field has political overtones. While we're at it, let's make sure that we don't allow students to discuss the political controversy over the textile industry in El Salvador. Both discussions are germane to the campus. We should cancel speeches by the candidates for local offices, ban celebration of political holidays, or ban Cinco de Mayo on campus. We should cancel speeches by the candidates for local offices, ban celebration of political holidays, or ban Cinco de Mayo on campus.

Keith Chandler, one such speaker, made an analogy between the former French involvement in Mexico and the present U.S. involvement in El Salvador. Both relationships can be viewed as imperialistic: a strong nation exploiting the resources and labor of a weaker nation.

Unfortunately, Dennis didn't get to clarify or justify his viewpoint because ASI Special Events Chairman Eric Purser seized the microphone. Reason? Purser felt that the speech was getting too political, and the campus has a rule against amplifying political speeches with ASI equipment. Lazo, a soft-spoken individual, finished his speech without amplification.

I can understand Lazo's frustration because similar things happened to me at Poly Royal. One of the posters in my environmental chemistry display discussed the test drillings and proposed mining for uranium in the Santa Margarita area by Lomas, a Texas-based corporation. Besides discussing the potential environmental consequences of such activities, the poster mentioned that Lomas has received vigorous bipartisan opposition from concerned county residents.

An hour after Poly Royal had opened, I was dismayed to find that the poster was missing. I and others had spent a lot of time researching and preparing the poster because the Lomas issue is typical of those encountered in environmental chemistry. Only later did I find out why the poster had been torn down: it was too political, and political discussions aren't allowed at Poly Royal.

Too political? If that's too political we'd better not allow any more environmental chemistry displays because almost every topic in the field has political overtones. While we're at it, let's make sure that we don't allow students to discuss the political controversy over the textile industry in El Salvador. Both discussions are germane to the campus. We should cancel speeches by the candidates for local offices, ban celebration of political holidays, or ban Cinco de Mayo on campus. We should cancel speeches by the candidates for local offices, ban celebration of political holidays, or ban Cinco de Mayo on campus.

Keith Chandler, one such speaker, made an analogy between the former French involvement in Mexico and the present U.S. involvement in El Salvador. Both relationships can be viewed as imperialistic: a strong nation exploiting the resources and labor of a weaker nation.

Unfortunately, Dennis didn't get to clarify or justify his viewpoint because ASI Special Events Chairman Eric Purser seized the microphone. Reason? Purser felt that the speech was getting too political, and the campus has a rule against amplifying political speeches with ASI equipment. Lazo, a soft-spoken individual, finished his speech without amplification.

I can understand Lazo's frustration because similar things happened to me at Poly Royal. One of the posters in my environmental chemistry display discussed the test drillings and proposed mining for uranium in the Santa Margarita area by Lomas, a Texas-based corporation. Besides discussing the potential environmental consequences of such activities, the poster mentioned that Lomas has received vigorous bipartisan opposition from concerned county residents.

An hour after Poly Royal had opened, I was dismayed to find that the poster was missing. I and others had spent a lot of time researching and preparing the poster because the Lomas issue is typical of those encountered in environmental chemistry. Only later did I find out why the poster had been torn down: it was too political, and political discussions aren't allowed at Poly Royal.

Too political? If that's too political we'd better not allow any more environmental chemistry displays because